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Ÿ The built-in high pressure hose is equipped with exposure hole outside to ensure user’s safety.

Product Description

Ÿ Survivair 20/20 mask: high temperature resistant and does not harden or become brittle under low 
temperature conditions, special anti-scratch coating lens provides superior scratch resistant 
capability. 

Ÿ Medium pressure hose and high pressure hose are positioned on both sides and tightly against 
back pack to ensure safe and balanced wearing.

Ÿ Newly-designed Banjo connector provides more flexibility when wearing the demand valve.
Ÿ Banjo connector puts the medium-pressure hose closer to the user’s chest and avoids the risk of 

hose becoming hooked.

Ÿ The whole SCBA apparatus only weighs 6.4 kgs (without cyl)

Ÿ The chest whistle provides over 90 dB loud alarm to ensure the easy noticing of the user and others.

Ÿ Broadened straps ensure comfort, equipped with reflective stripes for easy observation in dark 
environments.

Self-contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

EN standard certified, high quality assurance

Ref.  Description

L65C Luxfer Carbon Composite 6.8l cyl. (EN&CCOE approved)
CA-0046 EN approved Cylinder value

SCBA 856T T8000 with quick connector, 20/20 mask and storage box
SCBA 846 T8000 with PANO mask and storage box
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Ÿ Size : 35" H x 16" L x 12" D

Ÿ Empty weight 8.376 Kg

Ÿ Specifications:

Product Description

Ÿ FRP Box Breathing apparatus set of 6 Ltr. Capacity , 300 Bar is made out of FRP material which is 
light and strong to accommodate compressed air breathing apparatus sets.To Keep the B.A. Set in 
ready to use position in case of emergency.

FRP Box For SCBA Set
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02668 299065,  098797 79661

Regd. Office, Warehouse & Workshop: 

Plot No. 92, 93, Shah Industrial Park-3 at Kotambi, 

Pin Code 391510, Vadodara-Halol Highway, 

Dist. Vadodara, Gujarat, India.
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